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not be abolished by national interference, unless by purchase. But

absentee landlordism, impressed upon a European colony, by force

of foreign arms, for the benefit of a distant foreign nation, is not

law but violence. When it is maintained upon this continent,

against the protest of the sufferers, it is a kind of oppression Of

an Aperican nation, which falls within the spirit of the Monroe

doctrine, although the letter may be limited to nations which have

effectually declared their independence. A remedial moverment,

on the part of the United States, was already progressing in the

form of irresistible moral pressure. Concession after concession

had been obtained. Successive advances were made towards local

autonomy and freedom for the Cuban people. The bounds Of

moral pressure might never have been passed, had not the destruc-

tion of the Maine occurred in the harbor of Havana.

Senor Du Bosc, in his recent lucid and able statement of the

Spanish case, at Toronto, enumerated with some triumph the coi-

cessions made by Spain as covering every demand of the Cuban

people, or of their sympathizers in the United States. In the samle

breath he complained of the United States Government having o

only recently, but for a quarter of a century past, permitted inces-

ant encouragement to be given to Cuban insurrections. Is there

no connection between the two facts ? Was not the granting O
the approved constitution expedited, if not wholly procured, by

the pressure of the recurring insurrections ? If the United States

in the last century would have been unable to successfully assert

the same principles without the help of France and Spain, conld

the Cubans have hoped to effectually protest against their griev

ances without secret American assistance, backed by the impendilh

sympathy of the United States as a nation ? If we approve of d'l

end, can we altogether complain of the means which were perhaps

indispensable to the bringing of it about ?
At length, however, the Spanish Parliament had conceded to

the Cuban people an autonomic constitution, whose first Parlia

ment or Congress was opened, amid the echo of the bomTbard

ment of Manila, and in the presence of the lowering circle of wat
ships surrounding Havana. It is declared on behalf of Spain that

this constitution is modelled on that of Canada. If the claitu were

correct, it would put the United States wholly in the wrongY le

cause such a concession would have amounted to nothing te

than a grant of independence. It is worth while to examine tii

justice of this representation.


